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The Soccer Diaries
Identifies and provides prices for thousands of baseball cards and collectibles.

Learn Chess from the Greats
Chronicles the events surrounding Ben Hogan's surprising win at the 1950 US Open at Merion Golf Club, describing the nearfatal automobile accident that almost claimed Hogan's life in 1949, his rehabilitation, return to golf, and how he managed to
claim a victory after an eighteen-hole playoff.

And Then There Was Life!
Standard Catalog of Baseball Cards
An illustrated compilation of personal reminiscences from the game's finest players, fans, and celebrities celebrates
America's national pastime in reflections by Derek Jeter, Ernie Banks, Mike Piazza, Yogi Berra, Nolan Ryan, Charles Schulz,
Reggie Jackson, Kevin Costner, Pedro Martinez, and Cal Ripken, Jr.
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Texas Football Legends
Look for a Lions legend and the chances are you will find an Irishman. Throughout the touring team's history, the heroes of
Irish rugby have been at the heart of the Lions' finest hours - on and off the pitch. Look at the Lions record books and you
will find Irishmen at the top of almost every list, from Willie John McBride and Tony O'Reilly to Ronnie Dawson. No nation
has provided more leaders of the Lions. In Lions of Ireland, these greats tell their stories of life on some of the longest,
hardest roads in sport. Those featured include world-class players and characters who have contributed to Lions folklore,
such as Karl Mullen, Jack Kyle, Fergus Slattery, Tom Kiernan, Mike Gibson and Syd Millar - and the account is brought up to
date with contributions from the likes of Keith Wood. This book includes a complete reference section featuring every Irish
player to have represented the Lions in Tests since the first united tour of 1910. It recalls the powerful personalities and
relives the most dramatic deeds in the Lions' long history - from the 1971 groundbreaking triumph against the All Blacks
and success against the odds in South Africa in 1997 to the 2005 tour of New Zealand.

The Greats of the Beautiful Game
Baseball players from the 1947-1964 era share their firsthand oral histories, remembrances, opinions, and gripes, from
pitching no-hitters to alcoholism, groupies, race problems, and fights on and off the field

The 100 Greatest Days in New York Sports
Recounts Nicklaus' career in golf with emphasis on the major championships which he has won. Also includes a special
section of illustrated instructions.

Lions of Ireland
One on One
We Played the Game
Everything you need to know about tennis, from the rules and scoring to equipment and skills.
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BaseballÕs Offensive Greats of the Deadball Era
A sports journalist pays tribute to great moments in New York sports history in an illustrated survey that ranks the top one
hundred events that transformed American sports, from an 1823 horse race that pitted the North against the South, to Lou
Gehrig's farewell speech, to the Ali-Frazier fight at the Garden, covering all of the city's storied franchises and more.

The Accidental Creative
Ty Cobb, Nap Lajoie, and Honus Wagner were among the greatest hitters who ever played major league baseball, but how
do they stack up against players of other eras and each other? This book employs a statistical analysis of “production per atbat” to compare 120 top batters by position over a 19-year period when contact, speed and hit-and-run strategy were more
valuable than power and home runs. Included are an analysis of each player’s strengths and weaknesses, rankings of the
most talented and the most valuable producers, and the selection of an All-Star team for the era.

The Greatest Game Ever Played
Adaptive Leadership: The Heifetz Collection (3 Items)
“This is the ultimate textbook for coaches and serious students of football.” – John Robinson, former head coach, Los
Angeles Rams and University of Southern California From youth leagues to the pros—two of the winningest coaches in
football update their top-selling instructional to help you improve your teams' skills Written for coaches and players at all
levels, this is a total update of the most complete guide to coaching football. Filled with in-depth advice on how to organize
a season of practices, this invaluable resource provides the latest strategies on everything from running, passing, and
receiving to scouting, injury prevention, and sportsmanship.

101 greatest athletes of the century
Outing; Sport, Adventure, Travel, Fiction
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The greatest game of all
Describes the childhoods of Babe Ruth, Mickey Mantle, Nolan Ryan, and others whose persistence, practice, and love of the
sport turned them into baseball hotshots.

Miracle at Merion
In times of constant change, adaptive leadership is critical. This Harvard Business Review collection brings together the
seminal ideas on how to adapt and thrive in challenging environments, from leading thinkers on the topic—most notably
Ronald A. Heifetz of the Harvard Kennedy School and Cambridge Leadership Associates. The Heifetz Collection includes two
classic books: Leadership on the Line, by Ron Heifetz and Marty Linsky, and The Practice of Adaptive Leadership, by Heifetz,
Linsky, and Alexander Grashow. Also included is the popular Harvard Business Review article, “Leadership in a (Permanent)
Crisis,” written by all three authors. Available together for the first time, this collection includes full digital editions of each
work. Adaptive leadership is a practical framework for dealing with today’s mix of urgency, high stakes, and uncertainty. It
has been used by individuals, organizations, businesses, and governments worldwide. In a world of challenging
environments, adaptive leadership serves as a guide to distinguishing the essential from the expendable, beginning the
meaningful process of adaption, and changing the status quo. Ronald A. Heifetz is a cofounder of the international
leadership and consulting practice Cambridge Leadership Associates (CLA) and the founding director of the Center for
Public Leadership at the Harvard Kennedy School. He is renowned worldwide for his innovative work on the practice and
teaching of leadership. Marty Linsky is a cofounder of CLA and has taught at the Kennedy School for more than twenty-five
years. Alexander Grashow is a Senior Advisor to CLA, having previously held the position of CEO.

Hawkeye Greats, by the Numbers
Invaluable instructions for chess players at all levels includes elementary ideas for immediate practical use; how to attack,
featuring tactics of Fischer, Keres, Alekhine, and other masters; challenging chess problems; and 60 complete games by
Blackburne, Marshall, Spielmann, Tartakower, and other immortals.

Women in Golf
Have better ideas, faster, without the stress and burnout. It isn't enough to just do your job anymore. In order to thrive in
today's marketplace, all of us-even the accountants-have to be ready to generate brilliant ideas on demand. Business
creativity expert Todd Henry explains how to establish effective practices that unleash your creative potential. Born out of
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his consultancy and his popular podcast, Henry has created a practical method for discovering your personal creative
rhythm. He focuses on five key elements: •Focus: Begin with your end goal in mind. •Relationships: Build stimulating
relationships and ideas will follow. •Energy: Manage it as your most valuable resource. • Stimuli: Structure the right
"inputs" to maximize creative output. •Hours: Focus on effectiveness, not efficiency. This is a guide for staying inspired and
experiencing greater creative productivity than you ever imagined possible. From the Hardcover edition.

Coaching Football
John Feinstein's illuminating recollections from two decades of interviews with sports legends. John Feinstein's career is a
sports fan's dream-a lifetime of encounters with the great figures in sports, not just on the field, but in the locker room and
behind the scenes with legends like Bob Knight, Dean Smith, Mike Krzyzewski, Jack Nicklaus, Tiger Woods, and John
McEnroe. Since his days as a young Washington Post journalist, Feinstein has written twenty-eight books and countless
magazine articles and newspaper columns, covering college basketball, golf, tennis, baseball, and very nearly every sport in
between. He has told us of victory and defeat, of athletes and coaches we love--and love to hate. But some of his best
stories have been left untold, until now. One on One is an incredible portal into the sports we love-from the box scores and
the pageantry of game night and into the hard work and intensity that turn players and coaches into legends.

Boys' Room Dressing: Greats of the Game
""Hawkeye Greats, By the Numbers features prominent Hawkeye football and men's basketball players by their jersey
numbers, and it's bound to be a hit with Hawkeye fans as they recall all the fine players in Iowa football and men's
basketball history who wore those numbers." - Ron Gonder"I think it's marvelous how you are arranging Hawkeye Greats,
By the Numbers. So often books in this genre are arranged by a ranking with no historical significance, and I'm glad to see a
book with a truly unique approach." - University of Iowa Press"

Hotshots
Greats of the game.

Inclusive Growth 2 Ed
Interweaving the stories of American golfer Francis Ouimet and British champion Harry Vardon, this narrative chronicles
their legendary confrontation at the 1913 U.S. Open, a competition that marked the rise of modern golf.
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Once Upon a Game
Although soccer had long been the world’s game when Michael J. Agovino first encountered it in 1982, here it was just a
poor cousin to American football, to be found on obscure UHF channels and in foreign magazines. But as Agovino himself
passionately pursued soccer, Americans got wise and turned it into one of the most popular sports in the country. Agovino’s
love affair with soccer is a portrait of the game’s culture and an intimate history of the sport’s coming of age in the United
States. Agovino’s quest takes him from the unkempt field in the Bronx where he taught himself to play to some of the
sport’s most storied venues and historic matches. With Agovino we travel from school fields to Giants Stadium, then from
England to Germany, Italy, and Spain, along the way taking in the final days of the North American Soccer League, the 1994
World Cup, and the birth of Major League Soccer. Offering the perspective of fan, player, and journalist, Agovino chronicles
his obsession with the sport and its phenomenal evolution.

They Played the Game
Comprehensive coverage from 1867 to present, current market values, large and clear photos aid identification and more.

The Greats of Cuttercane
Bursting with humour and full of amusing anecdotes, 100 Irish Rugby Greats is a unique celebration of the most significant
stars of the sport from the 1930s to the present day. A veritable who’s who of Irish rugby, it takes in all of the true greats,
including Jack Kyle, Tony O’Reilly, Mike Gibson, Willie John McBride, Moss Keane, Keith Wood, Brian O’Driscoll and Paul
O’Connell. Many of the in-depth and revealing profiles are based on interviews with the legends themselves, as well as with
those who have lined up against them. The result offers remarkable insights into the myriad controversies, epic matches,
thrilling contests and pivotal events on and off the field in which each player has been involved. Written with an insider’s
knowledge, 100 Irish Rugby Greats will prove to be a thrilling read for all fans of the sport.

Baseball in Washington,
Dubbed "America's Game" by Walt Whitman, baseball has been enjoyed in our nation's capital by everyone from young
boys playing street stickball to Presidents throwing out the inaugural first pitch of the season. Just 13 years after Alexander
Cartwright codified baseball's rules, the Washington Nationals Baseball Club formed and in 1867 toured the country
spreading the "baseball gospel." By 1901 the team became one of the first eight major league teams in the newly formed
American League. Players such as Walter Johnson, probably the greatest pitcher of all time, and other Senators under the
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stewardship of owner Clark Griffith successfully led the club in 1924 to what many consider to be the most exciting World
Series in baseball history. Later, the Homestead Grays played at Griffith Stadium and fielded a team featuring legendary
Negro League greats such as Josh Gibson and Buck Leonard. The powerhouse Grays, during a ten-year span, won nine
Negro League World Championships, a record that may never be equaled in any team sport again. When the Grays
disbanded, the original Senators left for Minnesota in 1960, and the expansion Senators of the 1960s relocated, the city was
left without a professional baseball team. While many feared that baseball in D.C. was over, a spirit remained on the
diamond and is still felt today as children and adults team up in one way or another to play the national pastime in the
nation's capital. Hopes for a new professional team linger, and those remembering baseball's heyday will enjoy this
extensive and unusual collection ofhistoric photos that celebrate a time when the crowds roared and Washingtonians
believed that the summer game would never end.

2003 Standard Catalog of Baseball Cards
A lavishly photographed survey of some of the past century's most outstanding baseball athletes, teams, managers, games,
and personalities features provocative text by the author of Iron Horse, in a volume complemented by rare archive photos.
25,000 first printing.

The Blizzard - The Football Quarterly: Issue Eight
Life is very rarely dull or quiet when Sir Ian Botham is around. One of Britain's greatest sportsmen, 'Beefy' has always
worked hard and played hard, and this book reflects that. Botham has compiled some of his favourite stories from a life
devoted to cricket and brought them all together in one volume. With the help of his huge network of friends, colleagues,
team-mates and opponents, he has put together a wonderful collection of the best and the funniest stories from the cricket
world. Featuring contributions from legends such as Shane Warne, fellow commentators and former team-mates including
David Gower, and many of the current England team, this is a book the reader can pick up and immediately be privy to
some of cricket's strangest and most hilarious moments, from the player who turned up to a game without any clothes on
to avoid being fined for wearing the wrong kit to the cricketing legend whose desire for a burger landed him in hot water.

Beefy's Cricket Tales
"We think we have made a deal which will materially help us out," Fred Clarke, manager of the National Louisville Colonels,
prophetically told the local media in 1897. "After negotiating for some days we have succeeded in securing Hans WagnerHe
is a big, heavy German, with very large hands, and is powerful as a bull. He kills the ball." A few years later, the widely read
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sportswriter Hugh Fullteron would refer to Wagner as "the nearest approach to a baseball machine ever constructed."
Honus Wagner is generally acknowledged as the finest shortstop in baseball history. Along with Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb, Christy
Mathewson, and Walter Johnson, he was one of the first five players to be elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame. His rare
1909 baseball card--known to collectors as the Holy Grail of American memorabilia--fetched nearly half a million dollars at
auction in 1991. His rise paralleled the development of baseball as the national pastime, and his playing skills remain
legendary. He was, possibly, the first superstar of American sports. And yet, amazingly, a full-length biography of Honus
Wagner had never before appeared. Here, Dennis and Jeanne DeValeria tell the sports hero's whole story. The son of
German immigrants, Wagner (1874-1955) grew up in Andrew Carnegie's Pittsburgh, working in coal mines at age twelve. At
age thirteen he worked in a steel mill; at twenty-one he was a professional baseball player. Despite his hardscrabble
background, he came to be respected by those in the highest reaches of American society: when he became an icon, he
would know President Howard Taft and industrialist Henry Ford. And with prestige came wealth: one of the highest-paid
players in the game, he was among the first in his hometown to own an automobile. At a time when baseball was a raw,
aggressive game played by rugged men, the unflappable Wagner's humble ways enhanced his miraculous performance
throughout his twenty-one-year career, including three seasons with the Louisville Colonels and eighteen with the
Pittsburgh Pirates. Wagner's gradual emergence from the pack into stardom and popularity is described here in rich detail.
But the book also reveals much of Wagner's family and personal life--his minor league career, his values, his failed business
ventures during the Depression, his later years--about which, until now, there had been no well known narrative. Neither
the "rowdy-ball" ruffian nor the teetotal saint constructed of legend, Wagner is presented here in a complete portrait--one
that offers a vivid impression of the era when baseball was America's game and the nation was evolving into the world's
industrial leader.

My Life
The Blizzard is a quarterly football publication, put together by a cooperative of journalists and authors, its main aim to
provide a platform for top-class writers from across the globe to enjoy the space and the freedom to write what they like
about the football stories that matter to them. Issue Eight Contents ------------ Cyprus ------------ * The Wrong Side of the
Border, by Jacob Steinberg—After decades of stalemate, Northern Cypriot football may be about to come in from the cold *
The Hangover of War, by Cyrus Philbrick—Almost four decades after the Turkish invasion, the shadow of conflict hangs over
the Nicosia derby -------------- Interview -------------- * Sepp Blatter, by Philippe Auclair—The president of fifa admits he may
stand for re-election in 2015 and reveals his concerns over the Qatar World Cup ------------ Theory ------------ * Mourinho's Cult
of Personality, by Roy Henderson—How the Real Madrid manager's charismatic authority fosters loyalty * The Lawnmower
and the Teapot, by Iain Macintosh—Barry Fry discusses how to motivate players and how the world of management has
changed * The Bicycle Thief, by Lars Sivertsen—Zlatan Ibrahimovic has always been an individual—it's how he fits in
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------------ Fans ------------ * But You Can't Change, by Mike Calvin—How a Watford supporter ended up being converted into a
Millwall fan * In the Shadow of the Goldfish, by Gary Hartley—Having lived the dream, Leeds have slowly drifted into a
protracted doze * Paying the Price, by Craig Anderson—Rangers' administration and relegation were about far more than a
club that couldn't pay its debts ---------------------------------- In Appreciation of ---------------------------------- * Franco Baresi, by
Sheridan Bird—How the great libero staged a remarkable recovery from a knee injury to play in the 1994 World Cup final *
Brian Glanville, by Philippe Auclair—The doyen of English football writing discusses the forefathers of modern sports
journalism * Ireland's Pioneers, by David Owen—This year marks the centenary of Ireland's first victory over England
------------ Africa ------------ * Eat Them Like Bread, by Jonathan Wilson—Nigeria ended their 19-year wait for a third Cup of
Nations but a familiar sense of chaos remains * After the Circus, by Luke Alfred—What was the legacy of the World Cup for
South Africa * The Great Administrator, by Tom Dunmore—How Ydnekatchew Tessema led the fight to have African football
taken seriously * Bamako Twilight, by Stuart Roy Clarke—Away from the war, football goes on in the Malian capital
---------------- Polemics ---------------- * In Praise of Football, by Alex Keble—For all the commercialisation and scandal, football
remains the purest and most demotic of cultural modes * Financial Fair Play?, by Steve Menary—How Champions League
revenues can devastate competition in Europe's smaller leagues ------------ Fiction ------------ * The Limping God, part 3, by
David Ashton—His football career ended by injury, John Brodie's life is going nowhere until he is sucked into the world of
crime -------------------------- Greatest Games -------------------------- * Boca Juniors 2 Real Madrid 1, by Rupert Fryer—Toyota
Intercontinental Cup final, National Stadium, Tokyo, 28 November 2000 -------------------- Eight Bells -------------------- * Football
on TV, by Scott Murray—Key moments in the history of televising the game

100 Irish Rugby Greats
Pairing their detailed, informative research with a sophisticated anecdotal approach, Joel Zoss and John Bowman have
written a fascinating, original, literate, and concise compendium of the history and issues surrounding America's national
pastime. Addressedøare such diverse topics as the origins of the game, the contributions of minorities and women, the
evolution of umpiring, baseball's influence on literature and music, substance abuse, on- and off-field tragedy, and the
game's international presence. Diamonds in the Rough is an invaluable and stimulating resource both for those who already
study the game and for those who would like to learn its revealing history.

Diamonds in the Rough
Reveals everything you want to know about women in golf, including not just the players but also the business of the sport
and the controversies that continue to crop up.
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Tennis
When Asa Holbrook Staggs stepped into the cold-water spring that would later bear his name, he was drunk. The date was
November 18, 1914. He pulled himself from the water, sober, cold and converted to a new life in the Lord. And thus began
the legend of Asa¿s Spring, a pool indiscriminately dispensing favoritism to those who believed (or wondered about) the
curative power of its water. These are stories of people born in Cuttercane, Georgia, the place of Asa¿s Spring, and who
earned minor celebrity from the townsfolk¿s highest praise: ¿He (she) is something else, ain¿t he (she)?¿ The ¿something
else¿ is what a Southerner might call a catchall phrase, for it can apply to saint and sinner alike. It means exactly what it
implies: the person referenced has made a name for him (her) self in some manner ¿ Asa, the drunk, becoming a war hero;
the reigning heavyweight lard watermelon champion and Indian terror, Newell Proudfoot, in a grudge match against the
Prichard twins; Felton Eugene Weaver¿s rise from whiskey runner to Hollywood movie fame; Elmo Parker and Monroe
Dawson in a showdown baseball game between the Claybank Textile Tigers and the Jefferson Bluejays; and, last, the
stunning Mattie Mae Blair¿s career as the strip-tease artist, Princess Salome. Written in the edged-in-humor style of
caricature, these stories are shared daily in cafes and other gathering spots in rural communities in the South. It is a
practice embedded in the culture, and all it takes for a casual mention to become a tall tale is one storyteller trying to outdo
another. If you find yourself in the company of such men and women, pause nearby and eavesdrop. When the snickering
turns into a cackle, you will know that someone has been elevated to being ¿something else.¿

Standard Catalog of Baseball Cards
Brett Lee is one of cricket’s most prolific personalities. Recipient of the prestigious Allan Border Medal and a former Test
Player of the Year—the blond speedster has amassed over 300 test wickets, and continues to add more feathers to his cap.
Tearing in at over 160 kilometres an hour, ‘Binga’ has dented many a helmet and inspired fear in the best batsmen. My Life
is his story—honest, engaging, and laced with charming wit. The book takes you inside the dressing room and sheds light
on the highs and lows of the game—the pride of possessing a baggy green, the camaraderie between the boys,
superstardom, and the inevitable controversies. It provides a glimpse into the life of one of Australia’s most successful fast
bowlers and his love for music, fashion, and above all India.

The Game, the Glory and the Greats of Kenyan Football
Identifies and provides prices for thousands of baseball cards and collectibles.

Honus Wagner
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Greats of the Game
The Greatest Game
The Greatest Game is a hilarious smorgasbord of tall stories and true, straight from the mouths of the greats of Aussie
Rules - from players, coaches, umpires and commentators even through to a proud parent or two. Among them you'll find:
Ablett's 14 goals (for a loss!) Bristling Barassi Courageous decisions Dicky knees>ristling Barassi Courageous decisions
Dicky knees
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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